World

Shah Outlaw - Surgeons from the New York Hospital Cornell Medical Center operated for two and one-half hours Wednesday on Mohammad Riza Pahlavi, the deposed Shah of Iran. They removed an enlarged lymph node, his gallbladder, and a piece of kidney to test for cancer.

Nation

House continues gas price control - The House of Representatives voted 225 to 189 Wednesday to continue price controls on gasoline, reversing its decision of twelve days ago. The vote, after routine debate, reflects strong White House opposition to abolishing the controls. In a related matter, Mobil Oil Corporation announced a third quarter increase in profits of 130.6 percent, the largest announced by any of the international oil companies so far.

Nitrous Oxide no laughing matter - In reports delivered at the annual meeting of the American Dental Association, Dr. Ellis Cohen, professor of anesthesiology at Stanford University, stated that there is a definite link between health problems and "laughing gas," nitrous oxide, an anesthetic and recreational drug popularly believed to be harmless. Ellis noted that in comparison to dental personnel, patients are exposed only very briefly. He did not comment on the effects of prolonged exposure to "whippets."

Campus

2.70 design contest held - Karl Ulrich and Richard White were declared co-champions of this year's 2.70 design contest which was held last night in 26-100. The contest pitted pairs of contraptions against each other on a balance beam. Whichever machine had the beam tipped in its favor at the end of 10 seconds was declared the winner. The finals ended with the beam level. It was the only tie of the entire contest.

- By Richard Salz and Tom Curran

| MEN'S SLACKS | famous maker, asst. colors & sizes | 99¢ - 3.99 |
| MEN'S VESTS | famous maker, lt. weight | 1.99 |
| ARROW UNDERWEAR | Boxer, Brief, Athletic Shirt, & T-Shirt | 99¢ |
| SHEETS | asst. solid colors | 100% cotton |
| BATH TOWELS | 100% cotton terry cloth | 2.79 |
| BED PILLOWS | poly filled, standard size | 3.75 |

Football, Chili and Draft Beer...

All-American Favorites in a European Setting.

On Saturdays, Sundays and Monday nights you can relax in our lounge, enjoy the game and indulge your appetite with chicken or chili and a frosty glass of draft beer for only $2.50.

And that's not all. The Café Vendôme features...

- Entrees from $2.95 to $7.95
- Jania and Arturo entertain Thursday through Saturday
- Sunday brunch with free Sunday paper
- Valuable prizes from the Vendôme Treasure Chest
- 10% discount with this coupon

Present this coupon to your waitress and receive a 10% credit on your check.

This offer expires December 30, 1979.

Café Vendôme, 160 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston